It will be noticed from Table II that the attenuation at first rises from 0.32 with the increase in humidity, reaches a maximum value a=0.52 at 46 percent humidity .and again falls to 0.39 at 84 percent humidity.
The classical value of absorption, that is, absorption For these particular experiments the temperature of the bath was maintained at 24øC and the tissue temperatures did not vary from this value by more than iøC.
The choice of frequency for medical purposes involves many considerations. Since the attenuation in tissues is so great at higher frequencies, the frequency must be maintained low enough or the intensity increased to achieve deep penetration. The danger of tissue damage imposes an upper limit of intensity. Therefore, the frequency must be decreased to allow the desired amount of tissue penetration. However, lowering the frequency increases the wave-length with a resultant decrease in resolving power and beam directivity. In diagnostic applications, where resolution is of great importance, the choice of frequency must be a compromise, low enough to offset the increasing attenuation with increase in frequency and high enough to provide sufficient reso- A check on the method was made by measuring the velocity through distilled water (Fig. 2) The data for brain, liver, spleen, and kidney are given in Fig. 3 A mean value for human tissue consisting principally of muscle was found by plotting all the data from measurements on the arms, legs, and thighs (Fig. 4) 
